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In Sarah Martin’s photograph After New Year’s, a woman reclines on a purple satin comforter
posing provocatively for the camera. She holds a guitar, which provides the only obstacle
between the camera and her bare skin. New Year’s party tiaras and bottles of booze hint at the
photograph’s occasion. In the foreground, a woman in a silk robe and bath towel turban holds 
up a flash aimed at the sitter, giving the sense that we may be witnessing a low-budget porn
film shoot. But the title of Sarah Martin’s series of photographs, The Virgin Club, leads us to 
a different conclusion and becomes essential to the way in which we finally begin to understand
the images. 

According to Martin, the women in the photographs all grew up in the same small southern 
town and have made a pact to remain virgins until they marry. They get together several times
each year to conduct photo shoots during which they capture each other in provocative and
erotic poses. Martin’s photographs reveal a group of women in an intimate relationship. Her
success in capturing her subject stems, in large part, from her being their peer. They went to
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school and to church together and she too was, at one time,
part of this “club”.

Although we are not privy to the precise images the women 
of the Virgin Club have taken of themselves (only Martin’s
documentary view), we can imagine the images in our mind’s
eye. They are images that are ubiquitous in our culture. The
viewpoint that Martin provides is more telling. She opens up
the frame wider so that we can see the women grooming,
styling, lighting, and photographing each other. She gives us
a behind-the-scenes, insider’s perspective. What Martin’s
view reveals is a world composed of women only, an aspect
that the more tightly framed images taken by the amateur
photographers are less likely to have revealed. Here we see
that every aspect of the images is initiated and accomplished
by women. 

Martin’s perspective is both from the inside and from the 
outside of this group of friends—an ideal position to hold in
her desire to examine the micro-culture and pastime of this
particular group of women. Since moving away from her
hometown, she has gained a distance and unique perspective
with each passing year. She is able to bring both intimacy 
and objectivity to this body of work. She writes in a statement
about the work, “I have begun to realize how these photographs
(which end up filed and cataloged chronologically or given to boyfriends) function as tools of control in perpetuating a

certain myth of a perfect southern woman (religiously
devout and sexually pure daughter/forbidden temptress).”

Martin’s sense of the Virgin Club as perpetuating a mythol-
ogy seems true, and not surprising given the images and
stereotypes that girls work against at every turn as they
come into their own as women. But it is also interesting to
consider an even more complex possibility—that these
women also experience sensual pleasure in the making of
the images. This pleasure may be a reason to continue to
generate more photographs, even if they just end up “filed.” 

The woman in Fan has an expression of total relaxation 
and trust. She sits topless outdoors—a small paper fan rests
against her chest to shield her breasts. She appears to be
indulging in having her hair brushed by another woman, 
and perhaps is also enjoying having the camera directed at

her. She doesn’t have the
awkward expression of some
of the girls in the other
shots, her eyes communicate
a submission to the moment.
The experience of being
photographed has an eroti-
cism all its own, that comes
in part from being examined.
Especially here, the women
of the Virgin Club are help-
ing each other to accomplish
an idealized seductive pose.
The environment in which
they work is certainly not a
sexually neutral one. 

Sexuality is complicated, as
is female identity. Women
like to look at other beautiful
and sexy women (simply
consider women’s fashion
magazines). And women like
to appear desirable in the
eyes of other women, not

just men. It would seem from what Martin is able to reveal to
us that her subjects are, whether consciously or unconscious-
ly, exploring aspects of their sexual and female identity.
Perhaps the stereotype of the ideal southern women original-
ly brought them together but the activity of the “club” has
taken them on a journey they may not have originally antici-
pated. 

In examining the photographs in the series, we get the sense
that some of the women are comfortable in front of the 
camera, while others are much more awkward. In the image
Lip Gloss, we feel empathy for the young woman who, 
pale-skinned and bikini-clad, stands with shorts around her
ankles and looks over her shoulder not seductively but
exceedingly mundanely. In Jodie as Lolita, another young
woman sits awkwardly hunched with tightened shoulders. 
She doesn’t seem to know how to turn the lollipop at her lips
into a phallus for the camera, clearly the end-goal of the

photographer who we see leaning over to get a close-up of
her face. And perhaps the model doesn’t really want to.
Awkwardness is also captured by Martin through her 
portrayal of the women not posing, but styling and shooting.
The rumpled belly skin of the photographer in Jodie as
Lolita, and the woman about to sneeze in the After New
Year’s show us a much more realistic, unedited side of 
the women of the Virgin Club. 

Perhaps for Martin, an examination of her peers provided 
her an opportunity to build an identity for herself, attempt-
ing to make sense of the environment from which she
emerged. Standing before Martin’s images part of us might
wonder, “Who are these people?” a question likely in the
photographers mind, and by extension “Who am I?” This
question may be ultimately what directs her camera and
guides the way she frames her images. 

Lip Gloss, from the series Tennessee Virgins: Our Eighth Annual Photo Shoot,
2002, 20x24 in., C-Print.
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